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YU LIU 
 
Q.  Yu Liu, you are at the top of the leaderboard after the first wave pretty much.  You 
birdied the last four holes.  What happened? 
 
YU LIU:  It just wasn't like a typical round for me because I was actually not feeling that well 
with my ball-striking.  I felt pretty tired this morning, because having to wake up like 
5:30 a.m. three days in a row.  But my short game really pulled me through and I just got 
through the bad times, and then once I found my feelings with my ball-striking, I just really 
took advantage of it. 
 
Q.  So what were the last 36 hours like, because you mentioned you got up at 
5:30 every morning, you would come, you would play, maybe didn't.  Like, how did 
you stay just mentally fresh? 
 
YU LIU:  Yeah, it was mentally pretty demanding because I wasn't able to concentrate on 
my shots yesterday because this is my fourth week in a row as well.  I mean, as a 
professional golfer, you just have to deal with all that.  I think I did a really good job just 
really -- it was a great learning experience for me. 
 
Q.  What do you think you learned the most? 
 
YU LIU:  You know, just to stay calm in whatever situation because it wasn't easy for me.  It 
wasn't an easy, solid round for me, but I somehow managed through it and I got a great 
round in. 
 
Q.  That's awesome.  What did you do to stay loose and -- like during all the delays?  
Did you stay on course or did you go back to the hotel? 
 
YU LIU:  I try to rest as much as possible.  I try to stay at the hotel, but sometimes, because 
it's not like very -- it's not very predictable, so sometimes when I have to be on the course, I 
just usually just nap in the car or get some stuff to eat. 
 
Q.  So it's been shortened to 36 holes now, so you're pretty much half done.  What are 
you going to do to prepare yourself mentally tomorrow? 
 
YU LIU:  Definitely just keep my energy level up and just not -- I'm not going to grind it out 
on the range, even though I'm not feeling that great with my swing.  Maybe just hit a few 
putts, a few swings on the range, head back to my hotel, and then just like any other normal 
round.  Tomorrow's really like the final round for us even though it's just the second round.  
Kind of crazy to think about it, but yeah, just take it as any normal round and just one shot at 
a time.  


